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intro

If you don't like something paint over
it!
You can practice first painting on a
thick piece of paper
You can draw out something you are
painting with a piece of coloured
chalk
You can change part of a painting to
make it easier or more challenging.
For example, if I paint three trees you
can choose to paint one, two or even
six. 
 Have fun painting! Play and
experiment!   

Like anything, painting takes time and
practice! 

I encourage you to keep trying and
practicing. It's okay if your painting
doesn't look like mine or anyone’s.

Did you know that everyone has their
own unique painting style? Similar to
having your own style when you write! 

Here are some tips to get you started:
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01
art supplies 

Learn about the art supplies you need to get started with
acrylic painting as well as optional art supplies for the
budding artist.



art supplies
Your local art supply store
Curry’s or Michaels 
Wal-mart/dollar store 

Mars Black
Titanium white
Cadmium Yellow (primary yellow)
Cadmium Red (primary red)
Cobalt or Pthalo Blue

an extra red, yellow or blue in a different shade
a metallic colour like silver or gold
brown or green if you are using a lot of it

Places to Purchase Art Supplies:

Paint -student grade- cheaper price, still a good consistency, good pigments for the
price you are paying.
Brands I recommend are: Liquitex -Basics, Rheotech, Amsterdam

Colours of Acrylic Paint you Need:

Optional colours of paint:

On average white is the colour of paint that is used the most so you can purchase
it in a larger size if you would like. 
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art
supplies

Painting Surfaces:

Canvas- you can buy canvases in bulk
packs for a lower price. They come
already stretched on the wooden frame
and primed in a white coating called
Gesso. I recommend starting in a smaller
size like 9”x12” or 11”x14.” You can buy
them from an art supply store- or even
the dollar store. 

Canvas board- Canvas boards are
cheaper than canvases and the boards
are flat -if you are doing a lot of painting
it will be easy to store them and stack
them. Essentially they are the same
canvas texture but on cardboard versus
stretched over a wooden frame. You can
purchase them at art supply stores or
the dollar store. 

Watercolour Paper- if you are painting
on a thick watercolour paper (close to
300 lb weighted paper) it will hold
acrylics - it is fine to work on paper to
save money and gain practice and
confidence in your painting. Watercolour
paper is one of the most affordable
options! Make sure to tape your paper
down using painter’s tape to keep the
paper from curling. You can also flatten
your paper after your painting has dried
by placing a stack of heavy books on top!

Paint Brushes:

Paint brushes come with natural hair
(horse hair/hog hair etc.) and synthetic
hair (plastic). Synthetic hair brushes are
EASIER to clean and are still great quality
especially when painting with kids.

Flat brush - have a flat edge to the bristles
- I recommend getting a brush that is
about 1-2 inches wide. These brushes are
good for painting larger areas like a
background or sky.

Round brush- these brushes come to a
point. I recommend getting a small one
for details and more of a medium brush
like a size 6 for covering more area. The
smallest brush will be for painting details
like outlines, fine lines or small dots and
the medium one is better for other areas
like tree branches.

You can also buy brushes in a set which
are a great option. You can of course buy
more brushes as you continue painting
but the ones listed are what I recommend
for getting started!  

Optional Painting Supplies:

A great optional piece is an art easel. It
really helps with posture. I recommend
one that folds easily. I have a wooden
tabletop easel that rests on the table and
folds away when I'm done.
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A container for your water to clean your brushes (an old jar or cup will work) -
this container will get dirty and stained over time

An old rag (old towel or T-shirt is fine) something that you will dab your brushes
with to clean them. You can also use paper towel - but I find a rag is a more
environmentally friendly and a FREE option 

A palette - I use a reusable plastic palette. It’s long and has separate
compartments to mix paint. It also has a lid to store the paint and keep it from
drying out. Paint usually lasts about a week and half with the lid on. If you have a
plastic palette without a lid any leftover paint will usually dry in a day. Using an
old plastic container or old plastic lid would also be fine.

A tablecloth and old clothes- acrylic paints do stain so it’s important to protect
the surface you are painting on as well as your clothes. Wear old clothes or an
apron. I usually paint in a long lab coat that I bought at a thrift store for $10.

Other Art Supplies You Need: 

art supplies
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02
reduce the mess

Learn how to reduce the mess when painting with acrylics
especially when painting with kids! 



tie up long hair
wear old clothes that you don't mind if they get stained and wear an
apron
use a plastic table cloth
have rags/paper towels ready to clean up a mess 
consider painting outside or laying plastic/old bedsheet on the floor 

use dish soap to scrub the bristles and rinse with water
store brushes so that they are standing with the bristles pointing up (not
down) to prevent bending 

It is important to remember that acrylic paint does not wash off of clothes,
furniture and surfaces. 

Here are some tips for reducing the mess:

Washing brushes:

reduce the mess
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03
colour mixing 

Learn about colour mixing and how you can mix your own
colours to save money on buying paint.



red 
yellow
blue

orange (red + yellow)
green (yellow + blue)
purple (blue + red)

equal parts of all of the primary colours

add white to a colour (red + white=pink, yellow + white= light yellow) 

add black to a colour (blue + black= dark blue)

red and green
yellow and purple
blue and orange

add it's complementary colour

Primary colours:

Secondary colours:

Mixing brown:

Making a colour lighter (a tint):

Making a colour darker (a shade):

Complementary colours: 

Making a colour dull:

In a painting it is good to add variety (lots of colours). In a green section
like a painting of grass there will more than one green - there will be light
green, bright green, dark green and dull greens. 

colour mixing 
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04
tips and tricks 

Learn some tips and tricks to help take your painting to
the next level and challenge yourself! 



tips and tricks
 Get inspired but make a
painting your own. Follow my
tutorials but if you don't like
something change it or if you
want to add or take away
something you can!  

 Try using other art materials
after the paint has dried like
markers or pastels. 

Try different painting
brushstrokes and practice
them on some paper.

Once you have done a small
painting try working on a
larger size.

 Experiment by painting with
other items like sponges,
plastic wrap, string/any
interesting textured item (ask
an adult first)

Think about perspective in
your painting - if something is
in the background it will be
smaller. If something is in the
foreground (up front) it will be
larger and more detailed.

Most
importantly

- try your
best

 and have
fun! 
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recommended
videos for those wanting a challenge ! 

Learn about colour mixing and
colour theory!

Challenge yourself by painting
clouds!  

Watch on YouTube Watch on YouTube

Challenge yourself by painting a
lemon! 

Learn about different brushstrokes
to improve your painting! 

Watch on YouTube Watch on YouTube

These videos are all on my YouTube channel - Jackie Partridge Art - please
ask permission from an adult before watching YouTube! 

 
I hope you found this guide helpful!  Happy Painting!!  

 
Photos from the artist and Styled Stock Society © Jackie Partridge 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zml9PCAa00
https://youtu.be/RNGKfQ2B20k
https://youtu.be/qdisde0rhRM
https://youtu.be/kJwzR20FCRg

